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MEAN-VARIANCE HEDGING OF UNIT LINKED LIFE INSURANCE
CONTRACTS IN A JUMP-DIFFUSION MODEL
FRANK BOSSERHOFF*, MITJA STADJE*
Abstract. We consider a time-consistent mean-variance portfolio selection problem of an
insurer and allow for the incorporation of basis (mortality) risk. The optimal solution is
identified with a Nash subgame perfect equilibrium. We characterize an optimal strategy as
solution of a system of partial integro-differential equations (PIDEs), a so called extended
Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) system. We prove that the equilibrium is necessarily a
solution of the extended HJB system. Under certain conditions we obtain an explicit solution
to the extended HJB system and provide the optimal trading strategies in closed-form.
A simulation shows that the previously found strategies yield payoffs whose expectations
and variances are robust regarding the distribution of jump sizes of the stock. The same
phenomenon is observed when the variance is correctly estimated, but erroneously ascribed to
the diffusion components solely. Further, we show that differences in the insurance horizon
and the time to maturity of a longevity asset do not add to the variance of the terminal
wealth.
1. Introduction
Two major risks faced by life insurance companies are longevity and asset risk. Longevity
risk refers to the risk that the future changes in the mortality rates are incorrectly estimated
while asset risk refers to the possibility of a future loss in the investment portfolio. Increases in
the life expectancy might among others stem from sudden changes in environmental or med-
ical conditions that are not foreseeable upon the contract initiation. Clearly, these changes
need to be accounted for by the mortality model. An adequate way to do so is the modeling
of the force of mortality with a diffusion process supplemented by jumps, see Luciano and
Vigna (2008) and Cairns et al. (2008) for a detailed discussion. Another practical challenge
of hedging longevity risk is basis risk. The payoff of for instance a longevity bond depends
on a particular mortality rate that is related to but certainly not identical with the insurer’s
portfolio, see Coughlan et al. (2011) and Li and Hardy (2011) for empirical studies on this
issue. Thus, buying a longevity asset can only provide a partial hedge against an insurance
company’s mortality exposure.
Asset risk stems from the fact that the premiums paid by the insured are to be gainfully in-
vested at the capital market inducing financial risk. Empirical evidence suggests that returns
are non-gaussian and leptokurtic, see e.g. Cont and Tankov (2012), Schoutens (2003) and
references therein. Thus, in order to properly capture this risk, an insurer should base a stock
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price model on a Brownian component and additionally allow for jumps. Such a financial
market is known to be generically incomplete. Consequently, an insurance company facing
the aforementioned risks cannot perfectly hedge its obligations. Hence, a way to quantify
risk needs to be specified. In this paper we identify risk with the variance of the terminal
wealth. The identification of risk with the variance of the terminal payoff has a long tradition
in academia as well as industry and dates back already to Markowitz (1952). Mean-variance
portfolio selection is intuitively appealing and analytically tractable. A major drawback, how-
ever, is time-inconsistency, which means that due to the non-linearity and non-recursiveness
of the variance part, the dynamic programming approach fails. An investor might initiate
a dynamic strategy because it is optimal at a particular point in time, knowing fully well
that she will deviate from this strategy later on. Investors ignoring the sub-optimality of a
previously found strategy are said to pre-commit, see Strotz (1955) for fundamentals on this
problem. In Zhou and Li (2000) and Lim and Zhou (2002), the pre-commitment version of a
mean-variance portfolio selection problem in a continuous-time economy is solved. The ques-
tion of dynamically optimal, i.e., time-consistent mean-variance policies has been addressed
for example by Basak and Chabakauri (2010). Their solution approach is based on a recur-
sive formulation allowing for the application of dynamic programming. The authors point
out that the same solution could be found as the Nash subgame perfect equilibrium outcome
whereby the investor is playing a game with a future incarnation of herself, that is, a game
with infinitely many players. Thereby a strategy is a Nash subgame perfect equilibrium if at
some given point in time an investor knows that every future ”player” will follow a certain
strategy, then it is optimal for her not to deviate. For a general game-theoretic background
we refer to Peters (2015) and references therein. The reformulation of time-inconsistent con-
trol problems in game-theoretic terms has been originally proposed by Ekeland and Pirvu
(2008) and Bjo¨rk and Murgoci (2010). This line of research has been followed by Basak and
Chabakauri (2010), Wang and Forsyth (2011), Czichowsky (2013), Bensoussan et al. (2014)
and Lindensjo¨ (2016).
It is well known that the optimal value function of a standard time-consistent stochastic
control problem can be characterized as the unique solution of a non-linear partial integro-
differential equation (PIDE), see Øksendal and Sulem (2005), known as Hamilton-Jacobi-
Bellman (HJB) equation. In Bjo¨rk and Murgoci (2010) it is shown that the reformulation of
a time-inconsistent control problem in game-theoretic terms leads to a system of nonlinear
PIDEs, the so called extended HJB system. Further, they provide a verification result show-
ing that solving the extended HJB system is a sufficient condition for being an equilibrium
control law. Lindensjo¨ (2016) proves that under certain regularity assumptions solving the
extended HJB system is a necessary condition for being an equilibrium; however, the proof
is restricted to the diffusion case.
We consider a continuous-time Markovian economy in which an insurer trades in an arbi-
trary quantity of risky financial assets, a zero-coupon longevity bond and a riskless asset in
order to hedge some terminal payout with regard to mean-variance optimality. Thereby the
underlying financial assets as well as the force of mortality are modeled by jump-diffusions.
Our first main contribution is an extension of the work of Lindensjo¨ (2016) by proving that
an equilibrium necessarily solves the extended HJB system. Secondly, for the case that an
insurer neglects the hedge of some terminal payoff, we are able to present explicit closed-form
solutions for the optimal trading strategies, the equilibrium value function and the expected
terminal wealth. Thirdly, we exemplify our findings along a tractable model and provide
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numerical as well as graphical illustrations. When the jumps are erroneously neglected while
the expected values and variances of the stock price and the force of mortality are correctly
determined, the expected optimal terminal payoff and its variance hardly change. Thus, the
time-consistent mean-variance optimal terminal wealth is robust regarding the consideration
of jumps. A similar result is found when changing the distribution of the jump sizes of the
stock. As the market for longevity assets is relatively illiquid, one can certainly not expect to
find a hedging instrument whose time to maturity coincides with the insurance horizon. We
find that this does not effect the expectation and variance of the optimal final payoff in our
setup. Moreover, we find that our strategies significantly outperform the gain from investing
in the riskless asset only.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the financial
and longevity market under consideration and clarify what is meant by an admissible trading
strategy. In the following section we turn to the optimization problem by gradually defining
several auxiliary functions, operators and the notion of equilibrium control. With these at
hand, Section 3 closes with the specification of the extended HJB system. In Section 4 our
first main result (Theorem 4.4) is stated and proved. In Section 5 we neglect the hedge of a
terminal payout and present an explicit equilibrium solution, the main result here is Theorem
5.1. The final section contains the numerical applications.
Notation. Denote by R+ the positive real numbers and by Rm+ its m-fold Cartesian
product. The zero vector in any Euclidean space Rm is written as 0. For x ∈ Rm we use
||x||2 :=
√∑m
i=1 |xi|2. The symbol Rm×n denotes the space of real-valued matrices with m
rows and n columns. If x ∈ Rm, the matrix Diag(x) ∈ Rm×m is the square matrix with the
entries of x on the diagonal and all off-diagonal elements being equal to zero. For A ∈ Rm×n,
the symbol Aᵀ means the transposed of A. If A is a square matrix, we write Tr(A) for its
trace. For any T > 0, t ∈ (0, T ) and some function f : [0, T ]× Rm → R such that f ∈ C1,2,
we define f˙(t, ·) := ∂
∂t
f(t, ·) and for any x ∈ Rm we denote for arbitrary j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} by
fxj(·, x) the first order partial derivative of f w.r.t. the jth component of x. Moreover, let
the gradient of f w.r.t. x be denoted by ∇xf(·, x) and the Hessian matrix by Hxf(·, x).
2. Model Setup
Let T > 0 be the planning horizon. Consider the probability space (Ω,F ,P) that is
equipped with a standard d + 1-dimensional Brownian motion Wˆ := (W 1, . . . ,W d,W d+1)ᵀ,
whereby we define W := (W 1, . . . ,W d)ᵀ and W¯ := W d+1, and a Poisson random mea-
sure JXˆ(dt, dxˆ) on [0, T ] × Rk+1\{0}, independent of Wˆ , with respective intensity mea-
sure ϑXˆ(dxˆ)dt. Denote its compensated version by J˜Xˆ(dt, dxˆ) = JXˆ(dt, dxˆ) − ϑXˆ(dxˆ)dt.
Let (Ft)t∈[0,T ] be the right-continuous completion of the filtration generated by Wˆ and JXˆ .
Throughout this paper we impose the following condition:
Assumption 2.1. The Le´vy measure ϑXˆ is such that∫
Rk+1\{0}
|xˆ|2 ϑXˆ(dxˆ) <∞. (2.1)
Under (2.1), let Xˆ := (X1, . . . , Xk, Xk+1)ᵀ be a vector of pure-jump independent (Ft)-
martingales with Xjt =
∫ t
0
∫
Rk+1\{0} xˆ
j J˜Xˆ(ds, dxˆ), j = 1, . . . , k, k + 1, whereby xˆ
j is the jth
coordinate of xˆ ∈ Rk+1. We define X := (X1, . . . , Xk)ᵀ and X¯ := Xk+1, so Xˆ = (X, X¯)ᵀ.
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Further, we may write JXˆ(dt, dxˆ) = JX,Xˆ(dt, dx, dx¯) = 1x¯=0 JX(dt, dx) + 1x=0 JX¯(dt, dx¯).
For any E ⊆ Rk+1, the independence of X and X¯ implies that (cf. Cont and Tankov (2012),
Proposition 5.3)
ϑX,X¯(E) = ϑX(EX) + ϑX¯(EX¯),
with
EX := {x ∈ Rk : (x, 0) ∈ E},
EX¯ := {x¯ ∈ R : (0, x¯) ∈ E}.
Assume that xj > −1 for all j ∈ {1, · · · , k}. The financial market under consideration
consists of a bank-account paying interest at a deterministic rate r ≥ 0 and m risky stocks,
1 ≤ m ≤ min{d, k}, with price processes Si = (Sit)t∈[0,T ], i = 1, . . . ,m, satisfying the SDEs
given by
dSit
Sit-
= µi dt+
d∑
j=1
σij dW
j
t +
k∑
j=1
ρij dX
j
t , (2.2)
where Si0 = si ∈ R+, µi ∈ R, σij ∈ R+ and ρij ∈ R+ such that
∑k
j=1 ρij ≤ 1 re-
spectively denote the initial price of stock i, the rate of appreciation, the volatilities and
the jump-sensitivities. We assume that the financial market is free of arbitrage, i.e., there
exists a measure Q that is equivalent to P such that the discounted stock price processes
(Sit/e
rt)t∈[0,T ], i = 1, . . . ,m, are (Ft)- martingales under Q.
In addition to the financial market, we consider an arbitrage-free mortality market on which
an investor can buy a zero-coupon longevity bond. We use the Brownian motion W¯ and the
jump component X¯ to model the force of mortality. In particular, the force of mortality λ
shall be given as the solution of the SDE
dλt = µλ(t, λt) dt+ σλ(t, λt) dW¯t +
∫
R\{0}
σ˜λ(t, λt-, x¯) J˜X¯(dt, dx¯), (2.3)
whereby λ0 ∈ R+, and µλ, σλ and σ˜λ satisfy Assumption 2.2 below. We remark that the
force of mortality can become negative with positive probability. In practical applications it
is therefore common to chose µλ high and σλ as well as σ˜λ small enough, see Luciano and
Vigna (2008) for a discussion on calibration. We take λt > 0 for all t ∈ [0, T ].
Assumption 2.2. We assume that µλ, σλ : [0, T ]×R+ → R and σ˜λ : [0, T ]×R+×R\{0} → R
satisfy the following conditions:
(i) (At most linear growth) There exists a constant B1 < ∞ such that for all a ∈ R+ it
holds that
|µλ(t, a)|2 + |σλ(t, a)|2 + |σ˜λ(t, a, x¯)|2 ≤ B1(1 + |a|2).
(ii) (Uniform Lipschitz continuity) There exists a constant C1 <∞ such that for all a, b ∈
R+ it holds that
|µλ(t, a)− µλ(t, b)|2 + |σλ(t, a)− σλ(t, b)|2
+
∫
R\{0}
|σ˜λ(t, a, x¯)− σ˜λ(t, b, x¯)|2 ϑX¯(dx¯) ≤ C1|b− a|2.
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We consider a longevity bond where the reference cohort is assumed to satisfy the following:
• at time t = 0, all members of the cohort are of the same age,
• the force of mortality of the cohort is entirely described by λ,
• the cohort is sufficiently large such that the idiosyncratic risk is pooled away.
In addition, we assume that the insurance’s planning horizon T and the time to maturity
of the longevity bond coincide. An investor who has bought the zero-coupon longevity bond
at time 0 ≤ t1 ≤ T paying Lλ(t1, T ) receives exp
(
− ∫ T
t1
λs ds
)
at time T . Consequently, the
price Lλ(t1, T ) is given by
Lλ(t1, T ) = EQ
[
e
− ∫ Tt1 (λs+r) ds∣∣Ft1] . (2.4)
Let 0 ≤ t1 < t2 ≤ T, suppose investor A has bought the longevity bond at time t1 at price
Lλ(t1, T ) and there is a second investor, say B, who has bought the bond at time point t2
paying Lλ(t2, T ). As the final payoff depends on the length of the holding period, it is clear
that investor A would not have sold her bond to B at price Lλ(t2, T ) at time t2, but she
would have demanded a price of exp
(
− ∫ t2
t1
λs ds
)
Lλ(t2, T ). Therefore, if an investor has
bought the longevity asset at time t1, the dollar value of her investment at any time t2 > t1
is given by Yt2 := exp
(
− ∫ t2
t1
λs ds
)
Lλ(t2, T ). We name the dollar value process Y from now
on; the discounted version of Y should be a martingale under the same risk-neutral measure
Q.
Assumption 2.3. We assume that (λ, Y ) is a Markovian Itoˆ jump-diffusion satisfying
dYt
Yt−
= (r + νL(t, λt, Yt)) dt+ σL(t, λt, Yt) dW¯t +
∫
R\{0}
ηL(t, λt-, Yt-, x¯) J˜X¯(dt, dx¯), (2.5)
with Y0 = Lλ(0, T ) and deterministic functions νL, σL, ηL.
Note that the function νL in (2.5) is the market price of longevity risk. We further need
the following assumption:
Assumption 2.4. We assume that νL, σL : [0, T ] × R+ × R+ → R and ηL : [0, T ] × R+ ×
R+ × R\{0} → R satisfy the following conditions:
(i) (At most linear growth) There exists a constant B2 < ∞ such that for all a, b ∈ R+ it
holds that
|νL(t, a, b)|2 + |σL(t, a, b)|2 +
∫
R\{0}
|ηL(t, a, b, x¯)|2 ϑX¯(dx¯) ≤ B2(1 + |a|2 + |b|2).
(ii) (Uniform Lipschitz continuity) There exists a constant C2 < ∞ such that for all
a1, a2, b1, b2 ∈ R+ it holds that
|b1νL(t, a1, b1)− b2νL(t, a2, b2)|+ |b1σL(t, a1, b1)− b2σL(t, a2, b2)|
+
∫
R\{0}
|b1ηL(t, a1, b1, x¯)− b2ηL(t, a2, b2, x¯)|2 ϑX¯(dx¯) ≤ C2 ||(a1, b1)− (a2, b2)||2.
We now consider an insurer who can invest in the m risky stocks, deposit money in the bank
account and use the longevity asset to partially hedge against its mortality exposure. Let
U ⊆ Rm+1. An allocation rule is a predictable function u : [0, T ] → U, t 7→ (uS(t), uY (t))ᵀ,
whereby uS = (uS1 , . . . , uSm)
ᵀ denotes the dynamic allocation process that indicates the
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total wealth that is invested in the stocks 1, . . . ,m, and uY the total wealth invested in the
longevity asset. The portfolio process of the insurance company using the allocation rule u
is denoted by P u = (P ut )t∈[0,T ] and fulfills the SDE
dP ut = u
ᵀ
S(t-)
dSt
St-
+ uY (t-)
dYt
Yt-
+ (P ut − uᵀS(t)1− uY (t))r dt, (2.6)
with initial wealth P u0 = p > 0 and 1∈ Rm denotes a column vector of ones. Observe that
P u as defined in (2.6) is self-financing.
Definition 2.5. An allocation rule u is admissible if for any point (t, p) ∈ [0, T )×R+ there
exists a unique ca`dla`g adapted solution P u to (2.6) such that E[|P ut |2] < ∞ for all t. We
denote by U the set of admissible allocation rules.
3. Optimization Problem
Classical mean-variance portfolio selection aims at finding a strategy that simultaneously
maximizes the expected terminal payoff of a portfolio while minimizing its variance. We
first consider the more general case where an insurance company trades in the financial and
longevity market in order to hedge a terminal condition. Before rigorously defining what
is meant by an equilibrium control in a stochastic optimization problem, we need some
more notation and a target functional. Let Z := (S1, . . . , Sm, λ, Y ) ∈ Rm+2+ be the vector
containing the traded assets as well as the force of mortality λ. Let H = (Ht)t∈[0,T ] be an
l-dimensional Markovian jump-diffusion adapted to (Ft) and D : Rl → R some function.
The goal is a mean-variance optimal hedge of D(HT ) using P
u.
Example 3.1. Consider a process λˆ = (λˆt)t∈[0,T ] solving the SDE
dλˆt = µλˆ(t, λˆt) dt+ σλˆ(t, λˆt) dW¯t +
∫
R\{0}
σ˜λˆ(t, λˆt-, x¯) J˜X¯(dt, dx¯),
with λˆ0 > 0. Suppose λˆ describes the force of mortality of the pool of insured persons, let m = 1
for ease of exposition. If the insurance needs to deliver one share of S to each person in its
pool that has survived until the terminal time T , then the obligation D(HT ) = ST e
− ∫ T0 λˆs ds
is to be hedged.
We write Et,p,z,h[·] = E[·|Pt = p, Zt = z,Ht = h] for the conditional expectation given
(t, p, z, h) ∈ [0, T )×R+×Rm+2+ ×Rl and Vart,p,z,h denotes the conditional variance accordingly.
Let γ > 0 be a risk-aversion parameter.
Definition 3.2. For each u ∈ U and γ > 0, we define the functions Fu, gu : [0, T ] × R+ ×
Rm+2+ × Rl → R by
gu(t, p, z, h) = Et,p,z,h[P uT −D(HT )],
Fu(t, p, z, h) = Et,p,z,h
[
P uT −
γ
2
(P uT )
2 + γP uTD(HT )−D(HT )−
γ
2
D(HT )
2
]
.
(3.1)
We also need to define the following differential operator:
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Definition 3.3. To any vector u ∈ U we associate the operator Au : f 7→ Auf mapping
C1,2,2,2([0, T ]× R+ × Rm+ × Rl,R) to C0,0,0,0([0, T ]× R+ × Rm+ × Rl,R) given by
Auf(t, p, z, h) = lim
↓0
Et,p,z,h[f(t+ , P ut+, Zt+, Ht+)]− f(t, p, z, h)

(if the limit exists).
(3.2)
The differential operator introduced in Definition 3.3 is known as infinitesimal generator
of the graph of the process (P u, Z,H). Two further differential operators are needed; we
presume them to act on suitably differentiable functions f :
• Luf(t, p, z, h) := Auf(t, p, z, h) − f˙(t, p, z, h), which is called infinitesimal generator
of the process (P u, Z,H),
• Guf(t, p, z, h) := γf(t, p, z, h)Luf(t, p, z, h)− γ
2
Luf 2(t, p, z, h).
Definition 3.4. We define the value function J : [0, T ]× R+ × Rm+2+ × Rl × U → R by
J(t, p, z, h, u) := Et,p,z,h[P uT −D(HT )]−
γ
2
Vart,p,z,h[P
u
T −D(HT )]
= Fu(t, p, z, h) +
γ
2
g2u(t, p, z, h).
The second equality in Definition 3.4 easily follows from (3.1). Finding some u? ∈ U such
that J(t, p, z, h, u) is maximal is a time-inconsistent control problem and induces a path an
investor would not follow. Therefore we next introduce the concept of equilibrium control.
Definition 3.5.
• A trading strategy u? ∈ U is an equilibrium control if
lim inf
c→0
J(t, p, z, h, u?)− J(t, p, z, h, ut+c)
c
≥ 0, (3.3)
for any (t, p, z, h) ∈ [0, T )× R+ × Rm+2+ × Rl and for all
ut+c :=
{
u, on [t, t+ c]×Bp ×Bz ×Bh,
u?, on {[t, t+ c]×Bp ×Bz ×Bh}c,
t+c ≤ T, where u ∈ U and Bp, Bz, Bh are some arbitrary balls centered at respectively
p, z, h.
• The equilibrium value function is defined by
V (t, p, z, h) := J(t, p, z, h, u?).
• An equilibrium policy u? is of feedback type if, for some feedback function
u? : [0, T ]× R+ × Rm+2+ × Rl → U , we have
u?t = u?(t, P
?
t−, Zt−, Ht−), t ∈ [0, T ], (3.4)
with P ?0− = p, Z0− = Z0 and H0− = H0.
We see from (3.3) that a strategy is an equilibrium if a deviation is suboptimal given the
knowledge that every future player will obey that strategy. In the sequel we will search
for an equilibrium control law of feedback type. Recall that the optimal value function of
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a standard time-consistent stochastic optimal control problem is the solution of a partial
integro-differential equation (PIDE) known as Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation. In
Bjo¨rk and Murgoci (2010) a similar approach for time-inconsistent stochastic optimal control
problems is introduced leading to a system of PIDEs. The system to be solved is subsequently
referred to as extended HJB system and reduces to the classical case for a time-consistent
problem. We now specify the extended HJB system corresponding the value function from
Definition 3.4.
Definition 3.6. For (t, p, z, h) ∈ [0, T ]× R+ × Rm+2+ × Rl,
V˙ (t, p, z, h) + sup
u∈U
{LuV (t, p, z, h) + Gugu(t, p, z, h)} = 0,
V (T, p, z, h) = p−D(h),
Auˆguˆ(t, p, z, h) = 0,
guˆ(T, p, z, h) = ET,p,z,h[P uˆT −D(HT )] = p−D(h),
(3.5)
where uˆ = arg supu∈U{LuV (t, p, z, h) + Gugu(t, p, z, h)}.
A solution to the extended HJB-system is the quadruple
(uˆ, V (t, p, h, z), Fuˆ(t, p, h, z), guˆ(t, p, h, z)).
4. Sufficiency and Necessity
Before proving two verification results, we need the following assumption:
Assumption 4.1. The limit Au?V (t, p, z, h) defined in (3.2) exists.
Definition 4.2. A regular equilibrium is a quadruple (u?, V (t, p, z, h), Fu?(t, p, z, h),
gu?(t, p, z, h)), with u
? being an equilibrium control of feedback type with corresponding equi-
librium value function V (cf. Definition 3.5).
The first verification theorem says that if the extended HJB-system given by Definition
3.6 has a solution, then it must be the equilibrium control law for the mean-variance hedge.
In other words, the solvability of the extended HJB-system is sufficient for the existence of
an equilibrium control.
Theorem 4.3. Suppose Fu?(t, p, z, h), gu?(t, p, z, h) ∈ C1,2,2,2([0, T ) × R+ × Rm+ × Rl,R) ∩
C0,0,0,0([0, T ]×R+×Rm+ ×Rl,R) and V, Fu? , gu? solve the extended HJB-system in Definition
3.6. Assume the control law u? realizes the supremum in the first row for every quadruple
(t, p, z, h) ∈ [0, T ]× R+ × Rm+2+ × Rl. Then there exists an equilibrium control law u? in the
sense of Definition 3.5 and it is given by the optimal u in the first row of (3.5). Moreover,
V is the corresponding equilibrium value function and Fu? and gu? are given by (3.1).
Proof. The proof can be conducted similarly to the proof of Theorem 7.1 in Bjo¨rk and Murgoci
(2010) and is therefore omitted. 
Next we show that an equilibrium control is necessarily a solution of the extended HJB-
system. Such a proof is provided in Lindensjo¨ (2016) for a diffusion case and we extend it to
the present jump-diffusion setting including the hedge of the terminal condition.
Theorem 4.4. A regular equilibrium (u?, V (t, p, z, h), Fu?(t, p, z, h), gu?(t, p, z, h)) in the sense
of Definiton 4.2 necessarily solves the extended HJB-system (3.5) and u? realizes the supre-
mum in the first row.
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The proof is delivered in several steps. We start by introducing two sequences of stopping
times that will be repeatedly needed in the sequel. Let (ck)k∈N be a strictly positive monotone
sequence satisfying limk→∞ ck = 0. Let (t, p, z, h, u) ∈ [0, T )×R+×Rm+2+ ×Rl ×U arbitrary
and denote by Bp, Bz, Bh balls centered at respectively p, z, h. Define the sequence of stopping
times (σuk ) by
σuk := inf{s > t : (s, P us , Zs, Hs) /∈ [t, t+ ck)×Bp ×Bz ×Bh} ∧ T. (4.1)
Proposition 4.5. Consider the sequence of stopping times (σuk ) with a typical element given
by (4.1). It holds that
σuk > t a.s.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the ca`dla`g property of the mapping
t 7→ (t, P ut , Zt, Ht) (cf. Applebaum (2009), p.106): let k ∈ N and ω ∈ Ω arbitrary. For any
 > 0 there exists some δ > 0 such that for all s ∈ (t, t+ δ) it holds that
||(s, P us , Zs, Hs)− (t, P ut , Zt, Ht)||2 < ,
thus, σuk ≥ s > t a.s. 
Observe that limk→∞ σuk = t. Let (ak)k∈N be another positive monotone sequence satisfying
limk→∞ ak = 0 such that the sequence of events (Ak)k∈N is characterized by
Ak := {ω ∈ Ω : σuk > t+ ak},
P(Ak) ≥ 1− 1
k2
.
(4.2)
Lemma 4.6. Consider the event Ak and its probability of occurrence defined by (4.2). Then
it holds that
1Ak(ω) = 1 a.s.,
for all but finitely many k.
Proof. Observe that P(Ack) ≤ 1k2 and therefore
∑∞
k=1 P(Ack) ≤ pi
2
6
< ∞. The Borel-Cantelli
lemma implies that 1Ack(ω) = 0 for all but finitely many k and the claim follows. 
Define a typical element of the sequence of stopping times (τuk )k∈N by
τuk := min{σuk , t+ ak}. (4.3)
Lemma 4.7. Let u? be an equilibrium control and consider the function gu defined by (3.1).
Then it holds that
Au?gu?(t, p, z, h) = 0. (4.4)
Proof. Using Dynkin’s Formula (see e.g. Øksendal and Sulem (2005), p.12), we find that
gu?(t, p, z, h)
= Et,p,z,h
[
gu?(τ
u?
k , P
u?
τu
?
k
, Zτu?k , Hτu
?
k
)−
∫ τu?k
t
Au?gu?(s, P u?s , Zs, Hs) ds
]
.
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It is a simple consequence of the Tower Property that
Et,p,z,h[gu?(τu
?
k , P
u?
τu
?
k
, Zτu?k , Hτu
?
k
)]
= Et,p,z,h
[
Eτu?k ,Pu?τu?
k
,Z
τu
?
k
,H
τu
?
k
[P u
?
T −D(HT )]
]
= Et,p,z,h[P u
?
T −D(HT )] = gu?(t, p, z, h).
Combining the previous two results, we find that
Et,p,z,h
∫ τu?kt Au?gu?(s, P u?s , Zs, Hs) ds
ak
 = 0.
Consider the sequence of random variables∫ τu?kt Au?gu?(s, P u?s , Zs, Hs) ds
ak

k∈N
,
and note that the integrand is bounded on the interval [t, τu
?
k ], even if there is a large jump at
τu
?
k since this point has Lebesgue measure zero. Therefore we can use Dominated Convergence
to see that
lim
k→∞
Et,p,z,h
∫ τu?kt Au?gu?(s, P u?s , Zs, Hs) ds
ak

= Et,p,z,h
 lim
k→∞
∫ τu?k
t
Au?gu?(s, P u?s , Zs, Hs) ds
ak

= Et,p,z,h
[
lim
k→∞
1Ak(ω)
∫ t+ak
t
Au?gu?(s, P u?s , Zs, Hs) ds
ak
]
+ Et,p,z,h
 lim
k→∞
1Ack
(ω)
∫ σu?k
t
Au?gu?(s, P u?s , Zs, Hs) ds
ak
 .
According to Lemma 4.6 we have for arbitrary but fixed ω ∈ Ω that 1Ack(ω) 6= 0 for only
finitely many k, therefore
lim
k→∞
1Ack
(ω)
∫ σu?k
t
Au?gu?(s, P u?s , Zs, Hs) ds
ak
= 0.
Further,
0 = Et,p,z,h
[
lim
k→∞
∫ t+ak
t
Au?gu?(s, P u?s , Zs, Hs) ds
ak
]
= Et,p,z,h
[Au?gu?(t, p, z, h)] = Au?gu?(t, p, z, h),
whereby the second equality is justified by Lebesgue’s Differentiation Theorem (cf. Rudin
(1987), Chapter 7) and since (t, p, z, h) has been arbitrarily chosen, (4.4) is established. 
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Let u˜τuk be an allocation rule that is equal to u(t) ≡ u ∈ U (a constant) on the interval
[t, τuk ] and equal to the equilibrium u
? outside that interval, that is
u˜τuk (s) = u 1[t,τuk )(s) + u
?(s) 1[τuk ,T ](s). (4.5)
=
(
u 1[t,σuk )(s) + u
?(s) 1[σuk ,T ](s)
)
1Ack
(ω) +
(
u 1[t,t+ak)(s) + u
?(s) 1[t+ak,T ](s)
)
1Ak(ω)
(4.6)
=
(
u 1[t,σuk )(s) + u
?(s) 1[σuk ,T ](s)
)
1Ack
(ω) + ut+ak(s)1Ak(ω), (4.7)
where (4.6) follows from the definition of τuk , cf. (4.3). Moreover, as the right-hand bracket of
(4.6) is for each fixed k ∈ N easily seen to be a function of feedback type as ut+c in Definition
3.5, we can equate it to (4.7).
Lemma 4.8. Consider an equilibrium control u?, the control u˜τuk given by (4.5) and the
function Fu defined by (3.1). Then we have
lim
k→∞
Fu?(t, p, z, h)− Fu˜τu
k
(t, p, z, h)
ak
= −Au?Fu?(t, p, z, h). (4.8)
Proof. According to Dynkin’s Formula,
Et,p,z,h[Fu?(τuk , P
u˜τu
k
τuk
, Zτuk , Hτuk )]
= Fu?(t, p, z, h) + Et,p,z,h
[∫ τuk
t
Au˜τuk Fu?(s, P
u˜τu
k
s , Zs, Hs) ds
]
,
and we observe that
• the integral limits in the previous equation are t and τuk , therefore we can denote P
u˜τu
k
s
by P us and Au˜τuk by Au on the random interval (t, τuk ).
• as the starting time point is τuk , it holds that
F u?(τ
u
k , P
u˜τu
k
τuk
, Zτuk , Hτuk )
= E
τuk ,P
u˜τu
k
τu
k
,Zτu
k
,Hτu
k
[
P u
?
T −
γ
2
(P u
?
T )
2 + γP u
?
T D(HT )−D(HT )−
γ
2
D(HT )
2
]
= E
τuk ,P
u˜τu
k
τu
k
,Zτu
k
,Hτu
k
[
P
u˜τu
k
T −
γ
2
(P
u˜τu
k
T )
2 + γP
u˜τu
k
T D(HT )−D(HT )−
γ
2
D(HT )
2
]
.
Using these two observations, we rewrite
F u?(t, p, z, h) + Et,p,z,h
[∫ τuk
t
AuFu?(s, P us , Zs, Hs) ds
]
= Et,p,z,h[Fu?(τuk , P
u˜τu
k
τuk
, Zτuk , Hτuk )]
= Et,p,z,h
[
E
τuk ,P
u˜τu
k
τu
k
,Zτu
k
,Hτu
k
[
P
u˜τu
k
T −
γ
2
(P
u˜τu
k
T )
2 + γP
u˜τu
k
T D(HT )−D(HT )−
γ
2
D(HT )
2
]]
= Et,p,z,h
[
P
u˜τu
k
T −
γ
2
(P
u˜τu
k
T )
2 + γP
u˜τu
k
T D(HT )−D(HT )−
γ
2
D(HT )
2
]
= Fu˜τu
k
(t, p, z, h).
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Finally, we use Dominated Convergence and Lebesgue’s Differentiation Theorem similarly as
in the proof of Lemma 4.7 to deduce that
lim
k→∞
Fu?(t, p, z, h)− Fu˜τu
k
(t, p, z, h)
ak
= lim
k→∞
−Et,p,z,h
[
1Ak(ω)
∫ t+ak
t
AuFu?(s, P us , Zs, Hs) ds
]
ak
= Et,p,z,h
[
lim
k→∞
1Ak(ω)
− ∫ t+ak
t
AuFu?(s, P us , Zs, Hs) ds
ak
]
= −Au?t,p,z,hFu?(t, p, z, h),
which is what we have set out to prove. 
Lemma 4.9. Consider an equilibrium control u?, the control u˜τuk given by (4.5) and the
function gu defined by (3.1). Then we have
lim
k→∞
gu?(t, p, z, h)
2 − gu˜τu
k
(t, p, z, h)2
ak
= −2 gu?(t, p, z, h) Au?gu?(t, p, z, h). (4.9)
Proof. Using similar techniques as before, the following calculation yields
lim
k→∞
gu?(t, p, z, h)
2 − gu˜τu
k
(t, p, z, h)2
ak
= − lim
k→∞
gu˜τu
k
(t, p, z, h)2 − gu?(t, p, z, h)2
ak
= − lim
k→∞
(
Et,p,z,h[P
u˜τu
k
T −D(HT )]
)2
− gu?(t, p, z, h)2
ak
T.P.
= − lim
k→∞
(
Et,p,z,h
[
E
τk,P
u˜τu
k
τk
,Zτk ,Hτk
[
P
u˜τu
k
T −D(HT )
]])2
− gu?(t, p, z, h)2
ak
= − lim
k→∞
(
Et,p,z,h
[
E
τk,P
u˜τu
k
τk
,Zτk ,Hτk
[
P u
?
T −D(HT )
]])2 − gu?(t, p, z, h)2
ak
= − lim
k→∞
(
Et,p,z,h
[
gu?(τk, P
u˜τu
k
τk , Zτk , Hτk)
])2
− gu?(t, p, z, h)2
ak
= − lim
k→∞
(
gu?(t, p, z, h) + Et,p,z,h
[∫ τuk
t
Augu?(s, P us , Zs, Hs) ds
])2
− gu?(t, p, z, h)2
ak
= −2 gu?(t, p, z, h) Au?gu?(t, p, z, h),
where the abbreviation T.P. stands for Tower Property. 
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Lemma 4.10. Consider an equilibrium control u?, the control u˜τuk given by (4.5) and the
value function J specified in Definition 3.4. Then it holds that
− lim
k→∞
J(t, p, z, h, u?)− J(t, p, z, h, u˜τuk )
ak
= Au?V (t, p, z, h) + Gu?gu?(t, p, z, h).
Proof.
− lim
k→∞
J(t, p, z, h, u?)− J(t, p, z, h, u˜τuk )
ak
= − lim
k→∞
Fu?(t, p, z, h)− Fu˜τu
k
(t, p, z, h) + γ
2
(
gu?(t, p, z, h)
2 − gu˜τu
k
(t, p, z, h)2
)
ak
= Au?Fu?(t, p, z, h) + γgu?(t, p, z, h)Au?gu?(t, p, z, h)
= F˙u?(t, p, z, h) + Lu?Fu?(t, p, z, h) + γgu?(t, p, z, h)
(
g˙u?(t, p, z, h) + Lu?gu?(t, p, z, h)
)
= F˙u?(t, p, z, h) + γgu?(t, p, z, h)g˙u?(t, p, z, h)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=V˙ (t,p,z,h)
+Lu?Fu?(t, p, z, h) + γ
2
Lu?gu?(t, p, z, h)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Lu?V (t,p,z,h)
+ γgu?(t, p, z, h)Lu?gu?(t, p, z, h)− γ
2
Lu?gu?(t, p, z, h)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Gu?gu? (t,p,z,h)
.

Proof of Theorem 4.4. The proof is conducted in four steps:
Step 1: We show the boundary conditions.
The boundary conditions V (T, p, z, h) = p−D(h) and gu?(T, p, z, h) = p−D(h) are met by
the equilibrium control law u?, which follows from Definition 3.2 and Definition 3.5.
Step 2: Observe that Au?gu?(t, p, z, h) = 0 is stated by Lemma 4.7.
Step 3: We show that Au?V (t, p, z, h) + Gu?gu?(t, p, z, h) = 0.
Recall from Definition 3.4 and Definition 3.5 that V (t, p, z, h) = Fu?(t, p, z, h)+
γ
2
g2u?(t, p, z, h).
Following a similar line of reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 4.7, one can show that
Au?Fu?(t, p, z, h) = 0. So we have
Au?V (t, p, z, h) + Gu?gu?(t, p, z, h)
=
γ
2
Au?g2u?(t, p, z, h) + γgu?(t, p, z, h)Lu
?
gu?(t, p, z, h)− γ
2
Lu?g2u?(t, p, z, h)
=
γ
2
Au?g2u?(t, p, z, h) + γgu?(t, p, z, h)(Au
?
gu?(t, p, z, h)− g˙u?(t, p, z, h))
− γ
2
(Au?g2u?(t, p, z, h)− 2gu?(t, p, z, h)g˙u?(t, p, z, h))
= γgu?(t, p, z, h) Au?gu?(t, p, z, h) = 0,
whereby the last equality follows from Step 2.
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So far, we have shown that the regular equilibrium (u?, V (t, p, z, h), Fu?(t, p, z, h),
gu?(t, p, z, h)) is a prospective solution of the extended HJB-system (3.5). Therefore we are
left showing that u? is indeed maximal in the first row of (3.5).
Step 4: We show that 0 ≥ Au?V (t, p, z, h) + Gu?gu?(t, p, z, h).
In the following calculation, the first inequality follows by Definition of the equilibrium control
u?, cf. Definition 3.5. Observe that
0 ≥ − lim inf
c↘0
J(t, p, z, h, u?)− J(t, p, z, h, ut+c)
c
= − lim inf
c↘0
(
J(t, p, z, h, u?)− J(t, p, z, h, ut+c)
c
1Ak(ω)
+
J(t, p, z, h, u?)− J(t, p, z, h, ut+c)
c
1Ack
(ω)
)
= − lim inf
k→∞
J(t, p, z, h, u?)− J(t, p, z, h, ut+ak)
ak
1Ak(ω)
− lim inf
k→∞
J(t, p, z, h, u?)− J(t, p, z, h, ut+ck)
ck
1Ack
(ω).
Note that Lemma 4.6 implies that
lim inf
k→∞
J(t, p, z, h, u?)− J(t, p, z, h, ut+ck)
ck
1Ack
(ω) = 0.
Consequently, we deduce from (4.7) that
− lim inf
k→∞
J(t, p, z, h, u?)− J(t, p, z, h, ut+ak)
ak
1Ak(ω)
= − lim inf
k→∞
J(t, p, z, h, u?)− J(t, p, z, h, u˜τuk )
ak
,
and Lemma 4.10 concludes the proof. 
5. Explicit solution
In the sequel, let D ≡ 0, i.e., we consider an investor aiming at receiving a high expected
payoff while keeping its variance low. In this special case the extended HJB-system (3.5)
admits explicit closed-form solutions. Some notational definitions are in order:
• σS := (σij)1≤i≤m,1≤j≤d, i.e., σS ∈ Rm×d.
• σ˜S := σSσᵀS, i.e., σ˜S ∈ Rm×m. Note that σ˜S is a symmetric matrix.
• σ˜Si := (σ˜Si1 , . . . , σ˜Sim)ᵀ, i.e., σ˜Si ∈ Rm.
• σSi := (σi1, . . . , σid)ᵀ, i.e., σiS ∈ Rd for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
• ρS := (ρij)1≤i≤m,1≤j≤k, i.e., ρS ∈ Rm×k.
• ρ˜S := ρSρᵀS.
• ρSi := (ρi1, . . . , ρik)ᵀ, i.e., ρSi ∈ Rk.
• µ := (µ1, . . . , µn)ᵀ, i.e., µ ∈ Rn.
• µ˜ := µ− 1r.
• ∆P ut (x, x¯) := uᵀS(t)ρSx+ uY (t)ηL(t, λt−, Yt−, x¯), i.e., ∆P ut (x, x¯) ∈ R.
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• ∆Zt(x, x¯) := (Diag(St−)ρSx, σ˜λ(t, λt−, x¯), Yt−ηL(t, λt−, Yt−)), i.e., ∆Zt(x, x¯) ∈ Rm+2.
• µi(t, Zt) :=

µiS
i
t , i = 1, . . . ,m,
µλ(t, λt), i = m+ 1,
(r + νL(t, λt, Yt))Yt, i = m+ 2,
i.e., µ(t, Zt) = (µ1(t, Zt), . . . , µm+2(t, Zt)) ∈ Rm+2.
• σij(t, Zt) :=

σijS
i
t , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j,≤ d,
σλ(t, λt), i = m+ 1, j = d+ 1,
σL(t, λt, Yt)Yt, i = m+ 2, j = d+ 1,
0, else,
i.e., σ(t, Zt) ∈ R(m+2)×(d+1).
• Qui (t, Zt) :=

Situ
ᵀ
S(t)σSσSi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
uY (t)σλ(t, λt)σL(t, λt, Yt), i = m+ 1,
uY (t)σ
2
L(t, λt, Yt)Yt, i = m+ 2,
i.e., Qu(t, Zt) = (Q
u
1(t, Zt), . . . , Q
u
m+2(t, Zt)) ∈ Rm+2.
Inspired by Basak and Chabakauri (2010) and Bjo¨rk and Murgoci (2010), we make the
following Ansatz :
V (t, p, z) = A(t)p+B(t, z),
g(t, p, z) = a(t)p+ b(t, z).
(5.1)
The goal is finding the functions A, a,B, b as well as the equilibrium control laws of feedback
type. Clearly, the functions A, a,B, b are assumed to satisfy the necessary regularity con-
ditions and the limits induced by applying the operators A,L and G are assumed to exist
accordingly. Consider the first line in the system (3.5) and define
Ξ(uS(t), uY (t)) := LuV (t, p, z) + Gug(t, p, z).
Omitting details at this stage, an application of Itoˆ’s formula for jump-diffusions yields
Ξ(uS(t), uY (t))
= A(t)(pr + µ˜ᵀuS(t) + uY (t)νL(t, λt, Yt)) +∇ZB(t, Zt)ᵀµ(t, Zt)
+
1
2
Tr
(
σ(t, Zt)
ᵀHZ(B(t, Zt))σ(t, Zt)
)
− γ
2
a(t)2(uᵀS(t)σ˜SuS(t) + u
2
Y (t)σ
2
L(t, λt, Yt))
− γ
2
Tr (σ(t, Zt)
ᵀ∇Zb(t, Zt)ᵀ∇Zb(t, Zt)σ(t, Zt))− γa(t)∇Zb(t, Zt)ᵀQu(t, Zt)
+
∫
Rk+1\{0}
(B(t, Zt + ∆Zt(x, x¯))−B(t, Zt)− (∆Zt(x, x¯))ᵀ∇ZB(t, Zt)) ϑX,X¯(dx, dx¯)
− γ
2
∫
Rk+1\{0}
(a(t)∆P ut (x, x¯) + b(t, Zt + ∆Zt(x, x¯))− b(t, Zt))2 ϑX,X¯(dx, dx¯).
(5.2)
Note that the maximization of (5.2) w.r.t. uS(t) and uY (t) is a static optimization problem
in m+ 1 variables, so we solve the corresponding first order conditions (FOC). First, observe
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that
∂uᵀS(t)σ˜SuS(t)
∂uSi(t)
= 2
m∑
j=1
σ˜SijuSj(t) = 2σ˜
ᵀ
Si
uS(t),
∂uᵀS(t)ρSx
∂uSi(t)
=
k∑
j=1
ρijx
j = ρᵀ
Si
x.
For arbitrary i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, we consider the following FOC. Observe that the interchange
of differentiation and integration is justified by our assumptions.
∂Ξ
∂uSi(t)
= A(t)µ˜i − γa(t)2σ˜ᵀSiuS(t)− γa(t)σᵀSi
m∑
j=1
bzj(t, Zt)S
j
t σSj
− γa(t)
∫
Rk+1\{0}
(
a(t)∆P ut (x, x¯) + b(t, Zt + ∆Zt(x, x¯))− b(t, Zt)
)
ρᵀ
Si
x ϑX,X¯(dx, dx¯)
= A(t)µ˜i − γa(t)2σ˜ᵀSiuS(t)− γa(t)σᵀSi
m∑
j=1
bzj(t, z)S
j
t σSj
− γa(t)
∫
Rk\{0}
(
a(t)uᵀS(t)ρSx+ b(t, Zt + ∆Zt(x, 0))− b(t, Zt)
)
ρᵀ
Si
x ϑX(dx) ≡ 0
⇔ A(t)µ˜i − γa(t)σᵀSi
m∑
j=1
bzj(t, z)S
j
t σSj
− γa(t)
∫
Rk\{0}
(b(t, Zt + ∆Zt(x, 0))− b(t, Zt)) xᵀ ϑX(dx) ρSi
∗
= γa(t)2
(
σ˜ᵀ
Si
+ ξ ρᵀ
Si
ρᵀS
)
uS(t).
We use the following abbreviations in the sequel:
ξ :=
∫
Rk\{0}
xxᵀ ϑX(dx),
η˜L(t, λt, Yt) :=
∫
R\{0}
ηL(t, λt, Yt, x¯)
2 ϑX¯(dx¯),
b1(t, Zt) :=
∫
Rk\{0}
(b(t, Zt + ∆Zt(x, 0))− b(t, Zt)) x ϑX(dx), (5.3)
b2(t, Zt) :=
∫
R\{0}
(b(t, Zt + ∆Zt(0, x¯))− b(t, Zt)) ηL(t, λt, Yt, x¯) ϑX¯(dx¯). (5.4)
Note that in the optimum an equality of type ∗ needs to hold for every uSi(t), so using the
just defined functions and matrix-vector notation, we see that the vector u?S(t) has to satisfy
u?S(t) =
(σ˜S + ρ˜Sξ)
−1
γa(t)2
(
A(t)µ˜− γa(t)σS
m∑
j=1
bzj(t, Zt)S
j
t σSj − γa(t)ρSb1(t, Zt)
)
, (5.5)
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where the symbol ? indicates the optimality of the strategy. Next we compute
∂Ξ
∂uY (t)
= A(t)νL(t, λt, Yt)− γa(t)2σ2L(t, λt, Yt)uY (t)− γa(t)
(
bzm+1(t, Zt)σλ(t, λt)σL(t, λt, Yt)
+ bzm+2(t, Zt)σ
2
L(t, λt, Yt)Yt
)
− γa(t)
∫
R\{0}
(
a(t)uY (t)ηL(t, λt, Yt, x¯) + b(t, Zt + ∆Zt(0, x¯))− b(t, Zt)
)
ηL(t, λt, Yt, x¯) ϑX¯(dx¯)
= A(t)νL(t, λt, Yt)− γa(t)2σ2L(t, λt, Yt)uY (t)− γa(t)
(
bzm+1(t, Zt)σλ(t, λt)σL(t, λt, Yt)
+ bzm+2(t, Zt)σ
2
L(t, λt, Yt)Yt
)− γa(t)2η˜L(t, λt, Yt)uY (t)− γa(t)b2(t, Zt) ≡ 0
⇔ u?Y (t) =
A(t)νL(t, λt, Yt)− γa(t)
(
bzm+1(t, Zt)σλ(t, λt)σL(t, λt, Yt) + bzm+2(t, Zt)σ
2
L(t, λt, Yt)Yt
)
γa(t)2(σ2L(t, λt, Yt) + η˜L(t, λt, Yt))
− γa(t)b2(t, Zt)
γa(t)2(σ2L(t, λt, Yt) + η˜L(t, λt, Yt))
.
Observe that the optimal control does not depend on p. We next plug u? into (5.2). Then
we can apply separation of variables to the first line of (3.5). This leads to an ordinary
differential equation (ODE) for A and a PIDE for B. The ODE for A is given by
A˙(t) + A(t)r = 0,
A(T ) = 1,
and the solution is easily seen to be A(t) = er(T−t). The PIDE for B is given by
B˙(t, Zt) + A(t) (µ˜
ᵀu?S(t) + u
?
Y (t)νL(t, λt, Yt)) +∇ZB(t, Zt)ᵀµ(t, Zt)
+
1
2
Tr
(
σ(t, Zt)
ᵀHZ(B(t, Zt))σ(t, Zt)
)
− γ
2
(
u?S(t)
ᵀσ˜Su
?
S(t) + u
?
Y (t)
2σ2L(t, λt, Yt)
)
a(t)2
− γ
2
Tr (σ(t, Zt)
ᵀ∇Zb(t, Zt)ᵀ∇Zb(t, Zt)σ(t, Zt))− γa(t)∇Zb(t, Zt)ᵀQu?(t, Zt)
+
∫
Rk+1\{0}
(B(t, Zt + ∆Zt(x, x¯))−B(t, Zt)− (∆Zt(x, x¯))ᵀ∇ZB(t, Zt)) ϑX,X¯(dx, dx¯)
− γ
2
∫
Rk+1\{0}
(
a(t)∆P u
?
t (x, x¯) + b(t, Zt + ∆Zt(x, x¯))− b(t, Zt)
)2
ϑX,X¯(dx, dx¯) = 0.
(5.6)
Note that ∆P u
?
t (x, x¯) in the last line of (5.6) means the jump of the portfolio process where
the investor is allocating optimally. For solving the latter PIDE, we need to find the functions
a and b. To do so, we use the third equation of the system (3.5) (for the special case D ≡ 0),
namely Au?gu?(t, p, z) = 0. Following the Ansatz
g(t, p, z) = a(t)p+ b(t, z),
we obtain
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a˙(t)p+ b˙(t, Zt) + a(t)(pr + µ˜
ᵀu?S(t) + νL(t, λt, Yt)u
?
Y (t)) +∇Zb(t, Zt)ᵀµ(t, Zt)
+
1
2
Tr (σ(t, Zt)
ᵀHZ(b(t, Zt))σ(t, Zt))
+
∫
Rk+1\{0}
b(t, Zt + ∆Zt(x, x¯))− b(t, Zt)− (∆Zt(x, x¯))ᵀ∇Zb(t, Zt) ϑX,X¯(dx, dx¯) = 0,
(5.7)
with suitable boundary conditions for a and b. Using separation of variables again, we find
the ODE
a˙(t) + a(t)r = 0,
a(T ) = 1,
leading to a(t) = er(T−t). Observe that A(t) = a(t), so we can cancel some terms in the
optimal strategies. Several further definitions are in order:
• Θᵀ1 := µ˜ᵀ(σ˜S + ρ˜Sξ)−1, i.e., Θᵀ1 ∈ Rm,
• Θ2(t, λt, Yt) := νL(t,λt,Yt)σ2L(t,λt,Yt)+η˜L(t,λt,Yt) ,• C(t, λt, Yt, x, x¯) := Θ1ρSx+ Θ2(t, λt, Yt)ηL(t, λt, Yt, x¯),
• φ1i(t, Zt) :=

Θ1σSσSiS
i
t , i = 1, . . . ,m,
Θ2(t, λt, Yt)σλ(t, λt)σL(t, λt, Yt), i = m+ 1,
Θ2(t, λt, Yt)σ
2
L(t, λt, Yt)Yt, i = m+ 2,
i.e., φ1(t, Zt) = (φ11(t, Zt), . . . , φ1m+2(t, Zt)) ∈ Rm+2.
Inserting u?S and u
?
Y into (5.7) and manipulating terms, we find that
b˙(t, Zt) +
Θ1
γ
µ˜ −Θ1σS
m∑
j=1
bzj(t, Zt)S
j
t σSj −Θ1ρSb1(t, Zt) +
Θ2(t, λt, Yt)νL(t, λt, Yt)
γ
−Θ2(t, λt, Yt)
(
bzm+1(t, Zt)σλ(t, λt)σL(t, λt, Yt) + bzm+2(t, Zt)σ
2
L(t, λt, Yt)Yt
)
−Θ2(t, λt, Yt)b2(t, Zt) +∇Zb(t, Zt)ᵀµ(t, Zt) + 1
2
Tr (σ(t, Zt)
ᵀHZ(b(t, Zt))σ(t, Zt))
+
∫
Rk+1\{0}
b(t, Zt + ∆Zt(x, x¯))− b(t, Zt)− (∆Zt(x, x¯))ᵀ∇Zb(t, Zt) ϑX,X¯(dx, dx¯) = 0
⇒ b˙(t, Zt) + Θ1
γ
µ˜+
Θ2(t, λt, Yt)νL(t, λt, Yt)
γ
−Θ1σS
m∑
j=1
bzj(t, Zt)S
j
t σSj
−Θ2(t, λt, Yt)
(
bzm+1(t, Zt)σλ(t, λt)σL(t, λt, Yt) + bzm+2(t, Zt)σ
2
L(t, λt, Yt)Yt
)
+∇Zb(t, Zt)ᵀµ(t, Zt) + 1
2
Tr (σ(t, Zt)
ᵀHZ(b(t, Zt))σ(t, Zt))
+
∫
Rk+1\{0}
((
b(t, Zt + ∆Zt(x, x¯))− b(t, Zt)
)
(1−Θ1ρSx−Θ2(t, λt, Yt)ηL(t, λt, Yt, x¯))
− (∆Zt(x, x¯))ᵀ∇Zb(t, Zt)
)
ϑX,X¯(dx, dx¯) = 0
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⇒ b˙(t, Zt) + Θ1
γ
µ˜+
Θ2(t, λt, Yt)νL(t, λt, Yt)
γ
−Θ1σS
m∑
j=1
bzj(t, Zt)S
j
t σSj
−Θ2(t, λt, Yt)
(
bzm+1(t, Zt)σλ(t, λt)σL(t, λt, Yt) + bzm+2(t, Zt)σ
2
L(t, λt, Yt)Yt
)
+∇Zb(t, Zt)ᵀµ(t, Zt) + 1
2
Tr (σ(t, Zt)
ᵀHZ(b(t, Zt))σ(t, Zt))
+
∫
Rk+1\{0}
((
b(t, Zt + ∆Zt(x, x¯))− b(t, Zt)
− (∆Zt(x, x¯))ᵀ∇Zb(t, Zt)
)
(1− C(t, λt, Yt, x, x¯))
)
ϑX,X¯(dx, dx¯)
−
∫
Rk+1\{0}
(∆Zt(x, x¯))
ᵀ∇Zb(t, Zt)C(t, λt, Yt, x, x¯) ϑX,X¯(dx, dx¯) = 0
⇒ b˙(t, Zt) + Θ1µ˜+ Θ2(t, λt, Yt)νL(t, λt, Yt)
γ
+∇Zb(t, Zt)ᵀ
(
µ(t, Zt)− φ1(t, Zt)
−
∫
Rk+1\{0}
∆Zt(x, x¯)C(t, λt, Yt, x, x¯) ϑX,X¯(dx, dx¯)
)
+
1
2
Tr (σ(t, Zt)
ᵀHZ(b(t, Zt))σ(t, Zt))
+
∫
Rk+1\{0}
((
b(t, Zt + ∆Zt(x, x¯))− b(t, Zt)
− (∆Zt(x, x¯))ᵀ∇Zb(t, Zt)
)
(1− C(t, λt, Yt, x, x¯))
)
ϑX,X¯(dx, dx¯) = 0.
(5.8)
Observe that (5.8) is a linear PIDE and therefore solvable. In the sequel, we present a
Feynman-Kac solution (Kromer et al. (2015)):
b(t, z) = EP∗t,z
[∫ T
t
Θ1µ˜+ Θ2(s, λ
∗
s, Y
∗
s )νL(s, λ
∗
s, Y
∗
s )
γ
ds
]
=
Θ1µ˜
γ
(T − t) + EP∗t,z
[∫ T
t
Θ2(s, λ
∗
s, Y
∗
s )νL(s, λ
∗
s, Y
∗
s )
γ
ds
]
.
(5.9)
Note that this form of the function b implies that the last two terms inside the brackets in
formula for u?S(t) given by (5.5) are equal to zero. The dynamics of Z
∗ under the measure
P∗ read
dZ∗t =
(
µ(t, Z∗t )− φ(1)(t, Z∗t )−
∫
Rk+1\{0}
∆Z∗t (x, x¯)C(t, λ
∗
t , Y
∗
t , x, x¯) ϑX,X¯(dx, dx¯)
)
dt
+ σ(t, Z∗t ) dW
∗
t +
∫
Rk+1\{0}
∆Z∗t (x, x¯) J˜
∗
X,X¯(dt, dx, dx¯),
with Z0 = (S0, λ0, Y0)
ᵀ ∈ Rm+2. The density process
Φt =
dP
dP∗
∣∣∣∣∣
Ft
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solves the SDE
dΦt = Φtψ
(1)(t, Zt) dWˆt + Φt−
∫
Rk+1\{0}
ψ(2)(t, Zt, x, x¯) J˜X,X¯(dt, dx, dx¯), (5.10)
with Φ0 = 1. Moreover, ψ
(1)(t, z) is given as solution of the system of equations
σ(t, z)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(m+2)×(d+1)
·ψ(1)(t, z)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(d+1)×(1)
= −φ(1)(t, z)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(m+2)×(1)
.
Note that there exists at least one solution to this system because m ≤ d (cf. the explanations
preceding (2.2)) and λ and Y are driven by the same Brownian motion W¯ .. In particular,
it holds that ψ
(1)
d+1(t, Zt) =
−φ(1)m+1(t,Zt)
σλ(t,λt)
=
−φ(1)m+2(t,Zt)
σL(t,λt,Yt)Yt
. Provided that C(t, λt, Yt, x, x¯) < 1 for
Lebesgue-almost all t ∈ [0, T ] and ϑX,X¯(dx, dx¯)-a.s., it holds that
ψ2(t, Zt, x, x¯) = −C(t, λt, Yt, x, x¯).
If Φ is a positive martingale (see e.g. Kazamaki (1979)), then, according to the Girsanov
theorem, P∗ is equivalent to P and
dWˆt = −ψ1(t, Zt) dt+ dW ∗t ,
ϑ∗X,X¯(dx, dx¯) = (1− C(t, λt, Yt, x, x¯)) ϑX,X¯(dx, dx¯).
Finally, we can represent the solution to the PIDE (5.6) as
B(t, z)
:= Et,z
[∫ T
t
(
er(T−s)(µ˜ᵀu?S(s) + u
?
Y (s)νL(s, λs, Ys)
− γ
2
(
u?S(s)
ᵀσ˜Su
?
S(s) + u
?
Y (s)
2σ2L(s, λs, Ys)
)
e2r(T−s)
− γer(T−s)∇Zb(s, z)ᵀQu?(s, Zs)
− γ
2
∫
Rk+1\{0}
(er(T−s)∆P u
?
s (x, x¯) + b(s, Zs− + ∆Zs(x, x¯))− b(s, Zs−))2 ϑX,X¯(dx, dx¯)
)
ds
]
.
(5.11)
Note that the expectation in (5.11) is calculated under the physical measure P. We summarize
the most important part of the previous discussion in the following theorem:
Theorem 5.1. Consider the extended HJB system (3.5) for the case D ≡ 0. For any t ∈
[0, T ) the optimal amounts to be invested in the stocks and the longevity asset are given by
u?S(t) =
µ˜(σ˜S + ρ˜Sξ)
−1
γer(T−t)
, (5.12)
u?Y (t) =
νL(t, λt, Yt)− γ
(
bzm+1(t, z)σλ(t, λt)σL(t, λt, Yt) + bzm+2(t, z)σ
2
L(t, λt, Yt)Yt
)− γb2(t, z)
γ(σ2L(t, λt, Yt) + η˜L(t, λt, Yt))e
r(T−t) ,
(5.13)
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with the function b given by (5.9), while b2 is defined by (5.4). In addition, the equilibrium
value function V decomposes into
V (t, p, z) = A(t)p+B(t, z),
with A(t) = er(T−t) and B(t, z) given by (5.11). The expected optimal terminal wealth gu?
decomposes into
gu?(t, p, z) = a(t)p+ b(t, z),
with a(t) = er(T−t) and b(t, z) given by (5.9).
6. Numercal results
In this part we exemplify Theorem 5.1. The pricing of the longevity asset is done under
some pricing measure Q while the optimization is performed under the objective measure P.
Hence, we need to know the dynamics of λ and Y under both measures. Further, we need to
choose a process modeling the force of mortality λ that is nonnegative a.s. The Cox-Ingersoll-
Ross (CIR) process supplemented by positive jumps (we refer to it as JCIR process in the
sequel) is a good candidate for several reasons. The CIR process cannot become negative and
belongs to the class of affine models allowing for a closed-form formula of the zero-bond price
and the JCIR process preserves these properties (Brigo and Mercurio (2006)). We model the
positive jumps by a compound Poisson process. Thereby the number of jumps is counted
by the homogeneous Poisson process N¯ = (N¯t)t∈[0,T ] with constant intensity %λ > 0 and the
jump sizes are independent and follow an exponential distribution with mean ς > 0. Thus,
the Le´vy measure is given by ϑX¯(dx¯) = %λf(dx¯), with f denoting the probability density
function of an exponentially distributed random variable. Let ψ1(t, Zt) = κ
√
λt, κ > 0, be
the market price of Brownian risk in the longevity market and denote by ψ2 > −1 the market
price of jump risk. For parameters β, σλ, θ > 0 and θ˜ := θ+
(1+ψ2)%λς
β
, consider the dynamics
of λ given by
dλt =
[
βθ˜ − (β + κσλ)λt − ψ2%λς
]
dt+ σλ
√
λt dW¯t +
∫
R\{0}
x¯J˜X¯(dt, dx¯), (6.1)
with λ0 > 0. Defining
dW¯t = dW
Q
t + κ
√
λt dt,
ϑQ
X¯
(dx¯) = (1 + ψ2) ϑX¯(dx¯),
(6.2)
a straightforward calculation shows that the Q-dynamics of λ reads
dλt = β[θ − λt] dt+ σλ
√
λt dW
Q
t +
∫
R\{0}
x¯ JX¯(dt, dx¯), (6.3)
λ0 > 0, which is the classical JCIR model under Q. From this we can easily deduce that
an appropriate choice of parameters and the starting value λ0 preserves nonnegativity. Note
that we have specified the market prices of risk such that the model is tractable under both
measures. In particular, the representation (6.1) is consistent with the general setup in (2.3),
and (6.3) is the starting point for pricing. For r ≥ 0 and t ∈ [0, T ), we are interested in the
price of the zero-coupon longevity bond
Lλ(t, T ) = EQ
[
e−
∫ T
t (λs+r) ds
∣∣∣Ft] .
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Defining the auxiliary process
L˜λ(t, T ) := e
r(T−t)Lλ(t, T ) = EQ
[
e−
∫ T
t λs ds
∣∣∣Ft] ,
the affine structure of (6.3) yields that
L˜λ(t, T ) = Aλ(t, T )αλ(t, T )e
−Bλ(t,T )λt , (6.4)
for deterministic functions Aλ, αλ, and Bλ to be found in Chapter 22 of Brigo and Mercurio
(2006). Recall that the dollar value at time t of an investment in Lλ at time t = 0 is given
by Yt = e
− ∫ t0 λs dsLλ(t, T ). The next proposition characterizes the dynamics of Y assuming
that λ is modeled by a JCIR process.
Proposition 6.1. Consider the process λ given by (6.1) and the specification (6.2) of the
pricing measure Q. The dollar value process Y of an investment in the longevity asset Lλ at
time t = 0 is given by
dYt
Yt−
=
(
r +Bλ(t, T )σλκλt − ψ2
∫
R\{0}
(e−Bλ(t,T )x¯ − 1)ϑX¯(dx¯)
)
dt−Bλ(t, T )σλ
√
λt dW¯t
+
∫
R\{0}
(
e−Bλ(t,T )x¯ − 1) J˜X¯(dt, dx¯),
(6.5)
with Y0 = Lλ(0, T ).
Proof. Using (6.4), we define f(t, λt) = L˜λ(t, T ). Then a standard calculation shows that
df(t, λt) = λtf(t, λt) dt+ f
′(t, λt)σλ
√
λt dW
Q
t
+
∫
R\{0}
(f(t, λt− + x¯)− f(t, λt−)) J˜QX¯(dt, dx¯).
(6.6)
We easily see from (6.4) that
f ′(t, λt) = −Bλ(t, λt)f(t, λt),
f(t, λt− + x¯)− f(t, λt−) = f(t, λt−)
(
e−Bλ(t,T )x¯ − 1) .
Plugging this back into (6.6) and translating df to the measure P, we obtain
df(t, λt) = f(t, λt−)
((
λt +Bλ(t, T )σλκλt − ψ2
∫
R\{0}
(e−Bλ(t,T )x¯ − 1) ϑX¯(dx¯)
)
dt
−Bλ(t, T )σλ
√
λt dW¯t +
∫
R\{0}
(e−Bλ(t,T )x¯ − 1) J˜X¯(dt, dx¯)
)
.
Integration by parts then yields (6.5). We conclude the proof by remarking that the function
Bλ is suitably integrable. 
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P0 T r γ S0 µ σ ρ %S β σλ θ κ ψ2 %λ λ0 ς
1 10 .02 2 1 .06 .1 .1 3 .4 .3 .1 .2 -.2 .5 .05 .001
Table 1. Parameter values
We further deduce from (6.5) (cf. (2.5)) that
νL(t, λt, Yt) = νL(t, λt) = Bλ(t, T )σλκλt − ψ2
∫
R\{0}
(e−Bλ(t,T )x¯ − 1) ϑX¯(dx¯),
σL(t, λt, Yt) = σL(t, λt) = −Bλ(t, T )σλ
√
λt,
ηL(t, λt, Yt, x¯) = ηL(t, x¯) = e
−Bλ(t,T )x¯ − 1,
η˜L(t, λt, Yt) = η˜L(t) =
∫
R\{0}
ηL(t, x¯)
2 ϑX¯(dx¯).
In order to implement the strategies u?S and u
?
Y , we need to specify the function b(t, z) = b(t, λ)
from (5.9). One can calculate that the density process (5.10) is given as solution of the SDE
dΦt
Φt−
= − νL(t, λt)
σ2L(t, λt) + η˜L(t)
σL(t, λt) dW¯t − νL(t, λt)
σ2L(t, λt) + η˜L(t)
∫
R\{0}
ηL(t, x¯) J˜X¯(dt, dx¯), (6.7)
Φ0 = 1, i.e., Φt is the stochastic exponential of the integrated right-hand side of (6.7).
For simplicity we restrict to the case d = k = 1 for the simulation, that is, there is only one
stock traded on the market. We model the jumps of the stock price process by a homogeneous
Poisson process N = (Nt)t∈[0,T ] with intensity %S > 0. Denote the compensated version by
N˜ = (N˜t)t∈[0,T ]. The dynamics of the stock price then reads
dSt
St−
= µ dt+ σ dWt + ρ dN˜t, (6.8)
with S0 > 0. Finally, we see that
Θ1 =
µ˜
σ + ρξ
,
Θ2(t, λt, Yt) = Θ2(t, λt) =
νL(t, λt)
σ2L(t, λt) + η˜L(t)
.
Therefore the function b is given by
b(t, λt) =
Θ1µ˜
γ
(T − t) + Et,λt
[
ΦT
Φt
∫ T
t
Θ2(s, λs)νL(s, λs)
γ
ds
]
,
and Theorem 5.1 implies that the optimal strategies in this market setup read
u?S(t) =
µ˜
(σ2 + ρ2%S) γer(T−t)
, (6.9)
u?Y (t) =
νL(t, λt)− γbλ(t, λt)σλ
√
λtσL(t, λt)− γ
∫
R\{0}(b(t, λt + x¯)− b(t, λt))ηL(t, x¯) ϑX¯(dx¯)
(σ2L(t, λt) + η˜L(t)) γe
r(T−t) .
(6.10)
In Table 1 the assigned parameter values are summarized. We chose values that are typical
in the literature. This leads to the expectations and variances of respectively the stock price
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E[ST ] Var[ST ] E[λT ] Var[λT ]
1.822 1.633 0.096 0.0102
Table 2. Expectation and Variance
T = 10 T = 15 T = 25
E[P ?T ] 1.4371 1.6728 2.1852
ROER 3.63% 3.43% 3.13%
Var[P ?T ] 0.1050 0.1616 0.2689
Table 3. Expectation and Variance with different horizons
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F)
E[P ?T ] 1.4244 1.4377 1.4399 1.4365 1.4379 1.4373
ROER 3.54% 3.63% 3.65% 3.62% 3.63% 3.63%
Var[P ?T ] 0.1009 0.1128 0.1077 0.1079 0.109 0.1083
Table 4. Expectation and Variance: (A): without longevity asset; (B): ignor-
ing jumps; (C): Brownian risk only; (D): std. normally distributed jump sizes
of S; (E): TL = 15; (F): TL = 25
and the force of mortality given in Table 2. These quantities have been calculated using
the formulas given by Lemma A.1. In order to compare the expected payoffs under different
scenarios, we consider the rate of expected return (ROER) given by ROER = ln(E[P ?T ])/T.
Following the optimal strategies (6.9) and (6.10) yields the expectation, ROER and variance
of the optimal terminal wealth displayed in the left panel of Table 3. Any modification made
in the sequel will be compared against these values. The other two panels in Table 3 show
the expected value, ROER and variance of the terminal wealth when increasing the horizon
to respectively 15 and 25 years. We see that the expected terminal payoffs and ROERs lie
significantly above the final payoffs one would receive from investing in the riskless asset
solely. The overall variance is of course slightly increasing when the investment horizon is
prolonged, for that reason the insurance company is induced to invest less in the risky asset
causing a minor decrease in the ROER over time.
In Table 4 several further scenarios are analyzed. In Panel (A) the expectation, ROER and
variance of the optimal terminal wealth without investing in the longevity asset are displayed.
From (6.9) we see that the amount invested in the stock is the same as in the previously
described case while the money allocated to the longevity asset before is now invested in the
riskless asset. Comparing the values in Panel (A) of Table 4 to the left panel of Table 3, we see
a slight decrease in the expected terminal wealth and in the ROER and a slight increase in the
variance. Hence, the overall effect of not investing in the longevity asset is relatively small.
Next, in Panel (B), we investigated the change in mean, ROER and variance of the optimal
terminal wealth when keeping λ and S as in (6.1) and (6.8) respectively, but erroneously
assuming that λ and S do not exhibit jumps. This corresponds to the scenario that an
investor observes the variance of the stock and the force of mortality, but naively ascribes
it to the Brownian components. Note that in this case the values of u?S do not change. We
observe that the expected value (1.4377) and the ROER (3.63%) are not significantly different
compared to the benchmark, while the variance increased to 0.1128, which corresponds to
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a rise of 7.4%. This slight increase in the variance stems from the fact that the hedging
strategy does no longer account for the presence of jumps. However, the effect is relatively
small, which is in line with our previous findings in Panel (A) of Table 4 because the impact
of the investment in the longevity asset under the allocation rule u?Y on the mean, ROER
and variance of the optimal terminal wealth is relatively low in general. Hence, buying the
longevity asset on average yields a higher payoff than the riskless investment and leads to
some diversification. When hedging a terminal condition linked to the mortality rate in the
insurance pool as discussed in Example 3.1, the effect observed is likely to be stronger. In
addition, our findings indicate that erroneously ignoring the jumps the force of mortality
exhibits would then also lead to a significantly higher variance.
In Panel (C) of Table 4 we investigated the effect of setting the jump intensity of S and λ to
zero, so all uncertainty is stemming from Brownian risk. Thereby the expected values and
variances of ST and λT have been kept stable at the values depicted in Table 2 by adjusting
the volatility parameters of the respective Brownian parts. However, the mean of the optimal
terminal wealth just changed to 1.4399, the ROER marginally increased to 3.65%, while the
variance of the optimal terminal wealth slightly changed to 0.1077. The same phenomenon is
shown in Panel (D): we replaced the constant jump of the Poisson process N in the dynamics
of S by standard normally distributed jump sizes while keeping mean and variance of S the
same: we obtained a mean of 1.4365, an ROER of 3.62% and a variance of 0.1079. Thus, we
tentatively conclude that as long as we know mean and variance of the stock and the force
of mortality, the expected optimal terminal wealth, the ROER and the variance are robust.
So far we assumed that the time to maturity of the longevity asset coincides with the insurance
horizon. We investigated the change of mean, ROER and variance of the optimal terminal
wealth when the time to maturity of the longevity asset, say TL, is longer than the insurance
horizon, which has been kept fixed at T = 10. The results are displayed in Panel (E) and
Panel (F) of Table 4. We see that neither the expected value, the ROER nor the variance
of the terminal optimal wealth change significantly. This result is highly important from a
practical point of view because one cannot expect to find longevity assets whose times to
maturity coincide with the insurance horizon, there are too few of them offered and traded.
Our results show that picking an asset with a longer time to maturity does in particular not
add to the variance of the terminal wealth.
Finally, Figure 1 displays a path of the optimal portfolio process. The jumps of the underlying
processes are clearly visible and the path shows a positive trend. In Figure 2, paths of the
optimal dollar amounts to be invested are plotted. From (6.5) we can see that the excess
rate of return can become negative inducing the return of the longevity asset to be below the
riskless rate. Thus, taking on a short position in Y at several points in time is optimal and
this can be clearly seen in Panel (B). Furthermore, as maturity is approaching, the optimal
amount invested in the longevity asset is increasing because the function Bλ(·, T ) in (6.5) is
tending to zero as t approaches T . The economic meaning for this investment behavior is
that close to maturity, the price of the longevity bond converges to 1 (cf. (2.4)) and does not
exhibit much variation anymore. Thus, the investment in the longevity bond becomes less
risky.
We conclude by remarking that a numerical analysis incorporating the hedging of a terminal
condition should be conducted. In this case, closed-form solutions to the extended HJB
system (3.5) cannot be obtained anymore, so one needs to resort to more involved numerical
methods. We leave this direction for future research.
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Figure 1. Optimal Portfolio Process
(a) Stock (b) Longevity Asset
Figure 2. Optimal Dollar Amounts
Appendix
We provide the formulas to calculate the moments of λT displayed in Table 2.
Lemma A.1. Consider the JCIR process given by (6.1), i.e.,
dλt =
[
βθ˜ − (β + κσλ)λt − ψ2%λς
]
dt+ σλ
√
λt dW¯t +
∫
R\{0}
x¯ J˜X¯(dt, dx¯),
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with λ0 > 0. We have that
E[λt] =
βθ
β + κσλ
(
1− e−(β+κσλ)T )+ λ0e−(β+κσλ)T + %λς
β + κσλ
(
1− e−(β+κσλ)T ) ,
Var[λt] =
βσ2λθ
2(β + κσλ)2
(
1− e−(β+κσλ)T )+ λ0σ2λ
β + κσλ
e−(β+κσλ)T
(
1− e−(β+κσλ)T )
+
%λς
2
β + κσλ
(
1− e−2(β+κσλ)T )+ σ2λ%λς
β + κσλ
(
1− e−(β+κσλ)T )
+
σ2λ%λς
2(β + κσλ)2
(
e−2(β+κσλ)T − 1) .
(A.1)
Proof. Denote the imaginary unit by ı. For notational simplicity, we define the following:
a := β + κσλ,
b :=
βθ
a
,
g(t, y) := 1 + yg˜(t)ı,
g˜(t) := −σ
2
λ
2a
(
1− e−aT ) ,
ψ(t, y) :=
ye−atı
g(t, y)
,
f1(t, y) := g(t, y)
− 2ab
σ2
λ ,
f2(t, y) := exp
(∫ t
0
∫ ∞
0
(
ex¯ψ(s,y) − 1) ϑX¯(dx¯)ds) .
According to Jin et al. (2016), the characteristic function of λt reads
E[eyλtı] = f1(t, y) eλ0ψ(t,y) f2(t, y). (A.2)
So it holds that
∂
∂y
E[eyλtı] = f1(t, y)eλ0ψ(t,y)f2(t, y)
[
−2abg
′(t, y)
σ2λg(t, y)
+
λ0e
−atı
g(t, y)2
+
∫ t
0
∫ ∞
0
ex¯ψ(s,y)−asx¯ı
g(s, y)2
ϑX¯(dx¯)ds
]
= E[eyλtı] ·
[
b(1− e−at)ı
g(t, y)
+
λ0e
−atı
g(t, y)2
+
∫ t
0
∫ ∞
0
ex¯ψ(s,y)−asx¯ı
g(s, y)2
ϑX¯(dx¯)ds
]
, (A.3)
and from this we easily deduce the first moment of λt:
E[λt] = (−ı)1 · ∂
∂y
E[eyλtı]
∣∣∣∣∣
y=0
= (−ı)1 · 1 ·
[
b(1− e−at)ı + λ0e−atı + ı%λς
a
(1− e−at)
]
= b(1− e−at) + λ0e−at + %λς
a
(1− e−at).
Re-substitution of the abbreviations a, b yields E[λt] given by (A.1). To calculate the second
moment of λt, we need to determine the second derivative of the characteristic function w.r.t.
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y. The structure of the first derivative given by (A.3) will turn out useful. For notational
simplicity, we abbreviate the term in square brackets in (A.3) by [...] in the sequel. We find
∂2
∂y2
E[eyλtı] =
∂
∂y
(
E[eyλtı] · [...])
=
(
∂
∂y
E[eyλtı]
)
· [...] + E[eyλtı] ·
(
∂
∂y
[...]
)
= E[eyλtı] · [...]2 + E[eyλtı] ·
(
∂
∂y
[...]
)
= E[eyλtı]
(
[...]2 +
∂
∂y
[...]
)
.
We need to calculate that
∂[...]
∂y
=
b(1− e−at)g˜(t)
g(t, y)2
+
2λ0e
−atg˜(t)
g(t, y)3
−
∫ t
0
∫ ∞
0
(
x¯2
ex¯ψ(s,y)−2as
g(s, y)4
− 2 e
x¯ψ(s,y)−asg˜(s)
g(s, y)3
x¯
)
ϑX¯(dx¯)ds,
in order to argue that the second moment is given by
E[(λt)2] = (−ı)2 · ∂
2
∂y2
E[eyλtı]
∣∣∣∣∣
y=0
= −
(
− E[λt]2 + b(1− e−at)g˜(t) + 2λ0e−atg˜(t) + ς
2%λ
a
(e−2at − 1) + 2%λς
a
g˜(t)
− σ
2
λ%λς
2a2
(e−2at − 1)
)
= E[λt]2 − b(1− e−at)g˜(t)− 2λ0e−atg˜(t)− ς
2%λ
a
(e−2at − 1)− 2%λς
a
g˜(t) +
σ2%λς
2a2
(e−2at − 1).
Finally, subtraction of the square of the first moment from the previous expression and re-
substitution of the abbreviations a, b, g˜(t) gives the formula for the variance of λt provided
by (A.1). 
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